
Remember the 1960’s cartoon, “The Jetsons”? It was the tale of
everyman George Jetson toiling away for Spacely’s Space
Sprockets.

Who among us can’t identify with futuristic George Jetson working
late at night, being badgered by the boss to get it done before morning,
lest he be fired yet again? Or is that downsized or outsourced?

Fierce competition from Cogswell’s cogs was a constant threat; George
labored under never-ending pressure to keep the competitive advantage.
Sound familiar? Poor old George could easily have been an IT staffer!

Ah, but George enjoyed the upside of technology as well! Everything
was automated, and Rosie the Robot took care of all those wearisome
and repetitive tasks at home with the efficiency of, well—an automaton!

Alas, as IT workers, we may not have any robots to attend to tedious
tasks like housework in our real-life outside the office, but there are some
great tools to ease the drudgery our jobs generate. So, this month I take
a look at some macro and scripting tools for Windows which are handy
for automatic deployment of software, data entry, and file manipulation
functions and whatever other creative solutions you can dream up.

After all, it is the 21st century now (the same century the Jetsons lived
in), and along with our meals-in-a-pill and cars that fold into a suitcase,
scripting and macros are one more step towards an automated tomorrow!

AUTOIT V3.0 BY JONATHAN BENNETT

While an effective scripting tool can be a real timesaver, many script-
ing applications fail to perform; their difficult languages, tendency to
stall mid-task, and tedious debugging processes often make them more
trouble than they are worth.

Paradoxically, because of the poor state of scripting languages, in the
end it’s often simpler to avoid automation than attempt to streamline
tasks using scripting.

AutoIT is the exception to the rule in this sector of software and is
superior to many commercial products claiming similar capabilities. In
my opinion, lofty promises and extensive features are pointless if a
script fails or hangs. Reliability is the key in running scripted actions,
and AutoIT is a trooper in this regard. This may not be the most pow-
erful scripting tool, but it works.

AutoIT is a tiny application (under 100K) and is a stand-alone appli-
cation with no DLL’s or registry entries to clutter up your system. Scripts
themselves can be compiled into stand-alone apps for easy distribution
with no dependencies using the included Auto2Exe application.

The language is very similar to BASIC and VBScript. Even the most
inexperienced scripter should encounter no trouble grasping the syntax,
and experienced scripters will appreciate the support for complex expres-
sions, looping, and all the other features a veteran scripter would expect.

Of course, AutoIT can perform classic scripting tasks like launching
an executable or handling command-line interaction, yet it goes well
beyond such basics with broad capabilities in manipulating the
Windows GUI; tasks such as window resizing or other mouse move-
ments can be simulated, as can any keystroke. AutoIT can address
Radio Buttons, perform cut/paste operations, select drop-down menus,
and enter text among other actions.

I found no significant UI action AutoIT couldn’t handle.
My favorite feature of AutoIT is the excellent registry integration, this

is a great feature for scripting installs and administrative tasks where
you want to manipulate the registry in some manner. Powerful stuff!

So how would you use AutoIT? The most obvious application is in
automating large-scale corporate system rollouts. Of course, there are
other means and tools for that task, but AutoIT is the one tool I’ve found
that can script the install of virtually any application you throw at it. In
fact, it seems that if you can imagine automating it, AutoIT can do it.

Home automation is another area that brings up a wealth of intriguing
possibilities for AutoIT. Another way I can imagine using this little
application is to script complex operations for server backup and main-
tenance tasks. Truly, this is one of those tools whose capabilities are
revealed slowly and with use, and are fairly boggling in scope.

AutoIT is well supported and maintained by an active group of
coders. They are even responsible enough to address the “darkside” of
scripting, where scripts are used to advance Trojans and other malware.
That in itself is an admirable point, but best of all, AutoIT is open-
source and free. A great tool no administrator should be without.

WINMACRO 2.1 BY S. KUMAR

WinMacro takes a different approach to automating the windows
interface than AutoIT; it uses the journal hooks to record and playback
your actions in the Windows UI. The advantage is that you can simply
interact with your system as normal to create automation without need-
ing to bother with writing scripts, a considerable labor saver for some
simple tasks.

The interface of WinMacro is very spare, but that’s not a shortcom-
ing; the interface is all business, and has just three buttons (“record”,
“playback” and “options”).

Recording a macro is as simple as launching the application and nam-
ing your macro file, followed by a click on the “record” button. WinMacro
then unobtrusively records all your actions until you stop the recording.

One of the problems with many other macro generators is that your
macros can get “dirtied” by unintentionally recorded actions.
Recognizing this, WinMacro can be stopped with a simple press of the
vestigial “break” key. It’s not very often I get to use the break key (well,
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at least since my time-shared teletype days!), and it’s an effective and
clean way to end your macro recording.

Replaying macros requires no more than a double click on your
recorded file or clicking play in the WinMacro interface. WinMacro min-
imizes during playback and reopens when the macro is finished. During
both recording and playback, the application uses only nominal resources.

Finally, there are a few options available, such as looping/repetition
and playback speed. You can adjust the playback speed of macros to
slow or speed the actions you recorded. While that may seem like a
useless feature, in fact it has two interesting uses. If you are recording
a demo or instructional procedure, you can slow down the rate at which
actions are played so the steps can be easily digested by the user.

Alternatively, it is possible to take a complex set of operations and
speed them up (such as a routine Excel manipulation) which can be a
great timesaver because it is then possible to replay actions faster than
a human at a mouse and keyboard can achieve. While this is a some-
what touchy process, and won’t work with all macro actions, when it
does work it is very impressive indeed to see the macro speed through
many menus and operations in the blink of an eye.

WinMacro does have some limitations: the “Windows Key” doesn’t
do what it should (an easy workaround is to simply use the mouse and
start menu), and it is impossible to record the Ctrl-Alt-Del keystroke.

Those are minor quibbles, however. WinMacro is free and the author
has made the source code available as well. It is a modest application
to be sure, but with creative thinking, WinMacro is a powerful solution
in search of good problems to solve.

ROBOFORM 6.07 BY SIBER SYSTEMS

Alas, I am so tired of filling out web forms, passwords, logins, and
all that nonsense that sometimes I want to stay off the internet entirely
and just take a day off from all the little pokes and prods into my life
that being a heavy web user requires.

Yes, some browsers (Mozilla) can ease this task a little bit by remem-
bering passwords, but not very securely. Others (Internet Explorer)
don’t offer enough control over how that information is used to make
me feel comfortable.

RoboForm is the surprising solution to the dilemma of security versus
convenience. In spite of its commercial nature and demographic-mining
brethren, RoboForm stands out as a powerful tool that respects your right
to control sharing your information and eases your day-to-day tasks when
browsing sites requiring log-ins or forms needing addresses or other data.

Although RoboForm may have the appearance of being some sort of
malware, this is just guilt by association, as so many other password
“protectors” and automated form-fillers are just fronts for shameless
attempts to cull your demographics for advertisers (think Gator!).

However, there is no comparison; RoboForm is an honest, robust,
secure and affordable way to automate many data-entry tasks when
web browsing.

RoboForm is available in two versions, the freeware version and a
$29 “Pro” version. The installer is the same, but after thirty days, some
advanced features will be disabled if you don’t pay for the Pro version.

RoboForm works on all versions of Windows, and doesn’t just support
Internet Explorer (a shortcoming of some of its legitimate competitors), but
supports Firefox/Mozilla as well with nicely integrated plug-in toolbars.

In addition, I especially appreciate the versions for PocketPC and
Palm, where every bit of data input can be a chore—if you are a PDA
user, you know what I mean!

RoboForm stores your data in a 1DES encryption scheme. If you
step up to the paid version, you buy a stronger encryption scheme
(3DES) among other added features. It seems a little petty to me to
withhold powerful encryption from the free version, but the subject is
fairly academic anyways.

Although the security crowd may wail at this, I think both RoboForm
encryption schemes are solid enough for real-life data security for every-
day web-browsing, but beware that if you haven’t paid for the application
you should exercise caution for your most critical passwords. RoboForm
isn’t really intended as a mission-critical secure application.

In use, RoboForm works as a toolbar for your favorite browser and sits
in the system tray. It is a little more obtrusive than I like (I prefer a very
spare browser interface) but not obnoxious. RoboForm is truly excellent at
recognizing web forms and populating fields correctly. If you have used
Internet Explorer’s weak auto-complete and profile features, you are in for
a pleasant surprise; in a month’s worth of use I haven’t yet stumped
RoboForm with a page it could not usefully populate with the correct info.

RoboForm uses an “Identity” model like that of Internet Explorer or
Outlook, so multiple users are supported and data is correlated to the
logged-in user, and totally isolated from other users by an encrypted
master password. Even better, time-outs can be configured where a
multi-user (or often unattended) machine can automatically purge vul-
nerable data after a set time period. One nice feature that may render
this moot is RoboForm’s ability to save master passwords and data to
the removable USB keys that are becoming so ubiquitous.

My favorite RoboForm use is filling out those terribly tedious free
trade- magazine applications that require details about many paperclips
you purchased last year, and will purchase this year. With RoboForm,
when these come up for renewal, I simply call up a “passcard” associated
with the site every year the renewal is due. With one click, it’s done!

RoboForm has fairly transformed my browsing and genuinely saved
me time during busy workdays. The pro version is a little expensive at
first glance, but if you look at it from a time-saved perspective, it is
worthwhile. The freeware version is a spectacular deal, and a must-
have if you want to automate your way to the modern, Jetsonian era.
After all, the future is now!

As always, many of this month’s featured applications are available
in your NaSPA Software libraries. And remember, your comments on
articles or software reviewed, and suggestions for future articles sug-
gestions for future topics are always welcome at jimj@naspa.com

Incidentally, look in the sidebar for a bonus website bound to gener-
ate a few chuckles for those who confront technical documentation on
a regular basis.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineer-
ing in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support
early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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URLS:
Auto-IT: http://www.autoitscript.com/autoit3/
WinMacro: http://www.geocities.com/win_macro/
RoboForm: http://www.roboform.com
Hall of Technical Documentation Weirdness:

http://www.darrenbarefoot.com/hall/


